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Smashy road wanted 2 mod apk unlocked all
Description : Smashy Road Wanted 2 is a sequel to the excellent voxel action game with ruthless and uninterrupted gameplay for a second. The second part received not only the expected improvements and replenishment of the vehicle fleet but also new possibilities that radically change the gameplay
and give participants incredible freedom for an insanely exciting pastime. And the task remained the same. It is necessary to avoid persecution by the police and armed forces for as long as possible. The random generation and the surrounding world, living on their own, make this mission completely
unpredictable. Features : * Vehicle customization * Upgrade your vehicles * Varying environments * Procedurally generated worlds with the chance to encounter secret locations * All vehicles have their own behavior. Find your favorite * Various cool missions Smashy Road: Wanted 2 MOD APK is an
endless run game. The new Smashy Road: Wanted series has caused excitement for the entire mobile gaming community, this second version is even more exciting than the first.Smashy Road: Wanted 2: Become the craziest criminalA strange wind in the Endless Run game genreWith fast movement
mechanics and active gameplay on touch screens, Endless Run quickly became one of the most sought-after mobile game genres because it is so easy to play, suitable for all ages, and playable at any time. You can play endlessly without having to remember the plot progression or the current situation
of the role-playing characters. But Endless Run also comes with some disadvantages such as: similar in gameplay, get “stuck” after giving the character the maximum upgrade, which may make you bored a little bit. However, amid that wave of saturation, Smashy Road: Wanted 2 has blown a new wind,
breaking the stereotype that the game that runs forever and ever is boring.Strange context and minimalist gameplay are just the beginning of a series of noveltiesIn the game, you play as a dangerous criminal who is being chased by a lot of different forces from traffic police to crime police, army… and
even famous special forces teams like SWAT, FBI. With your ingenuity, you will help the criminal sneak through every corner of the city, take advantage of all possible means of transportation to escape, overcome obstacles and block the police cars abounding everywhere.To play this game, you just need
to touch left to turn left, touch right to turn right. That’s all, no need to do anything else because the remaining can be handled by the game: accelerate, shift gears, accelerate over obstacles, put reverse gear when being blocked in the way. And similar to other endless run games, you only enjoy the feeling
of leisure in the first 1-2 scenes, after that, everything will be much more confusing and suffocating.How does Smashy Road: Wanted 2 bring something new and interesting?Smashy Road: Wanted 2 has 1001 ways for you to run and never get bored. First, just like in real life, through the play scenes, the
criminal will be increased in danger by stars. The more stars, the more sources of criminal pursuits follow such as dozens of police patrol cars, traffic police motorbikes, SWAT bulletproof armored vehicles, or at the highest level you will be followed by an array of tanks with advanced weapons that
continuously fire and attack you on the road.But don’t let the criminals run out of life, when you overcome a scene or obstacles while playing the game, you will accumulate points. The higher the score, the more chance to upgrade the escape vehicle. There are dozens of different vehicles to choose from
such as an F1 racing car, 18-wheeler truck, canoe combination vehicle that can move on the river, or even a tank to fight the steel brigade in super high scenes.And these vehicles are not just ornamental for fun, but each has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, an F1 racing car has an
unmatched speed but zero attack ability, and conversely, a crawler truck or a tank is very slow, but the attack power is infinite. Only the huge and distinct feature set of each of these vehicles can make you both confused and extremely excited. It’s up to you whether you want to continue or not. In the
game, there are a total of more than 60 types of vehicles for the criminal, of which 6 are mysterious vehicles that you only can unlock until you get to a certain level.And do not think there are only vehicles and chases in the gameNow let’s talk about crime, another addictive points of this game. I want to
reiterate this is not a racing game. It’s a chase game and it’s just like in real life. That is, after running away from the chase of police units, criminal’s cars are pinched everywhere, sometimes they will fall into a no-escape road and have unexpected accidents such as: being blocked by dozens of police
cars and can’t move anywhere, or is thrown into the river and sinks…Before it’s too late, our criminal character can reverse the situation by opening the car door and get out and continue “running-chasing” with the police with nothing on hand. This situation is of course only possible when you have played
to a certain level, unlocking several levels of different criminal characters. But once you can unblock them, the game will be 10 times more exciting.When getting out of the car, the criminal continues to run at normal speed or collect acceleration items along the way to run faster. And when you have
enough resuscitation, a car will appear to pick you up to continue a new chase. It’s the first time in my life that I’ve seen such a stubborn game.In this situation of running alone with no car, you also have to face fierce shootings from the police. Getting hit by bullets of course slows down your speed and
loses blood until you can’t stand anymore and be Arrested. Otherwise, just keep playing until the blood is dry.Graphics and soundSmashy Road: Wanted 2’s pixel-style graphics are like wearing a cool new shirt. The criminal character with dark glasses looks like a real Rambo. The police in black are
equally cool. Vehicles in the game, even though in a top-down view and quite small, are enough to show the attraction of each type of vehicle, especially the big ones like SWAT’s cars or tanks. The beauty of pixel graphics in Smashy Road: Wanted 2 lies not only in the color scheme but also in the mix
and match of very distinguishable shapes, that you can know what kind of car with what features they are at first glance even though they are tiny.The sound is also the part that makes me extremely satisfied. The screeching sound of the car every time you turn quickly, trick the police car into the river with
a “bang” sound, and the sound when the police scream when you get out of the car to surrender… Everything sounds like reality. I just wish I had good headphones to fight when playing it.MOD APK version of Smashy Road: Wanted 2MOD featureUnlimited MoneyDownload Smashy Road: Wanted 2
MOD APK for AndroidIn short, Smashy Road: Wanted 2 is the best endless run game I’ve ever played where you must run with a purpose. There are many different transformations, the enemies are also unpredictable. And the scenery changes continuously through each level. Not playing is a waste of
life, guys. Download the game to play now. smashy road wanted 2 mod apk all cars unlocked
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